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HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS WITH GROWTH

CONDITIONS

BY

BENT E. PETERSEN(')

ABSTRACT. Let P be a p x q matrix of polynomials in n complex variables.

If n is a domain of holomorphy in C   and u is a g-tuple of holomorphic func-

tions we show that the equation Pv = Pu has a solution v which is a holomorphic q-
2

tuple in Í2 and which satisfies an L   estimate in terms of Pu. Similar results have

been obtained by Y.-T. Siu and R. Narasimhan for bounded domains and by L.

Hormander for the case Í2 = C\

Let £2 be a domain of holomorphy in C" and let A (£2) be the space of hob'

morphic functions in £2.  Let P be a p x q matrix of polynomials in C[zj, • • •, zn]

and let / = (/,, • • ; fp) be an element ofA(Q.)p. Our main theorem states

that if/satisfies certain growth conditions and if the system of linear equations

Pu = f has a solution u in A (Q,)q then it has a solution which satisfies certain

growth conditions at the boundary of £2 and at infinity.  In the case where £2 is

a bounded domain of holomorphy results of this type have been given by Y.-T.

Siu [6] and R. Narasimhan [4], and in the case £2 = C" by L. Hormander [2,

Theorem 7.6.11]. Our method of proof in outline is the same as in [2], and we

use the notation of [1] and [2]. As an illustration of the theorem we give a sim-

ple application to partial differential equations.

For each z G £2 let d(z) = min(l, dist(z, 9£2)) and define \p(z) = -log d(z),

6(z) = log(l + Izl2). Let ¡p be a plurisubharmonic function in £2 such that there

exists a constant a such that

(1) |<p(z) - v(w)l < a   if z € £2 and \z - w\ < xhd{z).

We note that if m and N are nonnegative integers then ¡p + m\j/ + W*0 is a pluri-

subharmonic function in £2 which satisfies (1).  If « = («x, • • -, uq) GAÇ£l)q we

let lui2 = I«!I2 +••• + lu^l2.

Theorem l.IfuGA (£2)" there exists vGA (£2)' such that Pu = Pv in £2

and
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(2) fa \v\2 e-*-m*-NedV<C fa \Pu\2e-*dV.

Here m and N are nonnegative integers which depend only on P, C is a constant

which depends only on a and on P, and dV is Lebesgue measure.

For emphasis we note that m, N and C do not depend on £2. If z G £2 and

D is the polydisk with center z and radii all equal to S = ]án~Vld(z), then

lu(z)l <ir~"8~2"fD\Vj\dV; and hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality arid (2)

we obtain the estimate

(3) lu(z)l2 < C'(l + \z\2)Nd(z)-m-2"e^z\      z G £2,

where C = n-"nn22n+N+m eaCfa \Pu\2e~*dV.

Corollary. Let r be a closed convex salient cone in R" with vertex at the

origin and let Tj be the interior of the dual cone.  Let PX,--;P  be polynomi-

als in C[zx, ■ • ;z„].

Then Pl,- ■ ; Pq have no common zero with real part in Tq if and only if

there exist temperate distributions Sl,--;Sq with supports in T such that

(4) Pl(D)Si+---+Pq(D)Sq = 8.

Here D¡ = d/dXj and 6 is the unit mass at the origin.

Proof of Corollary. We first note if the temperate distributions S¡ with

supports in T satisfy (4) and if u, G A (£2) is the Laplace transform of S,, where

£2 = Tí +/R",then

(5) P1 (z)«i(z) + • • • + Pq(z)uq(z)=l,      z G £2.

Conversely if Pt, • • •, Pq have no common zero in £2 then by Theorem 7.2.9 in

[2] we can find u¡ G A (£2) so that (5) is satisfied. Moreover by Theorem 1 and

(3) we may choose u¡ so that

-m-2n|W/(z)l2 <C\\ + Izl2)""»-"-"^)

By Theorem 1 of [5] u¡ is the Laplace transform of a temperate distribution with

support in T.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be postponed until we have established some

preliminary results. We first need a theorem on trivial cohomology with bounds

for the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions in £2.

If ¡p G C(£2) is real-valued we denote by Z,2^ „)(£2, vO the Hilbert space of

forms of type (p, q) on £2 whose coefficients are square integrable with respect to

the measure e'^dV.  Let (£2j,)y> t be an open covering of £2. If a > 0 is an inte-

ger we denote by CCT((£2y), Z^   y tp) the set of all alternating cochains c = (ca)
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where a - (a0, • • -, aa) is a (a + l)-tuple of positive integers and ca G

Z,2,tq)(ßa> <p) where £2a = £2tt() n • • • n Q,ag and 3ca = 0. We define

llcll2=Z'X  K\2e-*dV

where \ca 12 is the sum of the squares of the coefficients of the form ca and

where S' means we sum only over a such that a0 < • • • < aa.

We assume that the covering (£2„)v> 1 satisfies the following conditions.

(a) There exist positive constants A and B such that if z G £2„ then

BT1 diam(£2„) < d(z) < A diam(£2„).

In particular B is an upper bound for the diameters of the sets £2„.

(b) There exists an integer M such that more than M different sets £2„ al-

ways have an empty intersection.

(c) There exists a partition of unity (Xv)v>i with xv e £"(£2,,) and

Zlâx^K^rfCz)-1,    zen.
V

(d) Each set £2„ is a domain of holomorphy.

Open coverings with these properties may be constructed for any open pro-

per nonempty subset £2 of C" with constants A, B and M independent of £2,

Constructions of this type were introduced by Whitney (see E. M. Stein [7, p.

127]). We will construct open coverings with additional properties in Lemma 2

below.

We define the coboundary operator S in the usual way: if c G

Ca((£2v),Z(p>9))«p)then

o+l

(s^W • -«a+i = £ (--iycao. .S/. .aa+l.

Then hypothesis (b) implies de G Ca+ '((£2,,). z(pq), <¿) and IlSdl^ <M llcll^.

Theorem 2. Let £2 be a domain of holomorphy in C, let <p be a pluri-

subharmonic function in £2 and let k be a continuous function in £2 with k < 0

such that eK is a lower bound for the plurisubharmonicity of tp.

If a>\ then for each c G Cc((£2„), Z(Pi<7), <p + k) with 8c = 0 we can

find a cochain c G C°~l((ßv),Z^p qy <p + 2i//) such that 8c' = card Hc'll^.,.^ <

KoM*+k where Ka = 0 + 2ABM)°~l (1 + AM)M°/2.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is exactly the same as the proof of Theo-

rem 2.4.1 in [1] except that the estimates used there are replaced by the corres-

ponding estimates arising from hypotheses (a) and (c) above in place of (i) and

(iii)in[l].
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Note by condition (b) we only have to consider a <M and hence we may

replace the Kg by a constant K independent of a, and by previous remarks inde-

pendent of £2. In [2] the proof that Theorem 4.4.1 implies Theorem 4.4.2 is ac-

complished by replacing ip by ip(z) + 21og(l + Izl2). If we use the same device

here we obtain

Corollary. // y is any plurisubharmonic function in £2, if a > 1 and c G

CCGU Z(pr<7), VO and 8c = 0 then there exists c G C0"1«^), Z^y <p + 2¡¡i + 29) such

that 8c =c and

(6) Wc\+^ + 2e<K\\c\.

In order to prove Theorem 1 we first need a semilocal version (Lemma 1).

This semilocal result together with Theorem 2 (with p = q = 0) then gives a theo-

rem on trivial cohomology with bounds for the sheaf of relations R(P). This re-

sult together with Lemma 1 then gives Theorem 1 easily. In outline this proce-

dure is the same as in [2, §7.6].

Lemma 1. Let P be a p x q matrix over C[z j, • • -, z„ ], let U be the open

unit ball centered at the origin in C".   Then there exist nonnegative integers m

and N and a constant t, 0 < t < 1, depending on P, and ifB>0,a constant

C> 0 depending on P and B, such that if z G C", 0 <r <B and u EA(z + rU)q

then there exists vGA(z + triff such that Pu = Pv in z + trlland if <p is any

continuous real-valued function on z + rU then

(7) rmf        \v\2e-*-NedV<Cea f       \Pu\2e-*dV
v ' Jz + trU J z + rU

where a = supz+rl/l<p(z') - <p(z")\.

If 0 < / < 1 satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 1 then we will say that t is

good for P. We will postpone the proof of Lemma 1 until we have completed the

proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the lemma is the same as the proof of Propo-

sition 7.6.5 in [2] except that it is necessary to pay considerably more attention

to the estimates.

The module of relations U(P) of the columns of P is defined to be the ker-

nel of the homomorphism

i>:C[z1,---(zJ^C[z1)---,z„r

and the sheaf of relations R(P) of the columns of P is defined to be the kernel of

the homomorphism P: Aq —► Ap where A is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic

functions in C". Since M(P) is finitely generated there is a q x s0 matrix of poly-

nomials Q° whose columns generate M(P). Inductively we obtain ansfc_j x sk

matrix of polynomials Qk whose columns generate M(ôfc_1). k > 1. By homo-
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logical dimension theory [3] M(ß ) is a projective module. By adding a suffi-

cient number of columns of zeros to Q"~l we can arrange for M(ß"_1) to be a

free C[Zj, • • -, z„] module. (For this curious fact see R. G. Swan [8, Remark, p.

121 ].) With the obvious choice of Q" we now have Qk = 0 for k > n. By Lem-

ma 7.6.3 in [2] for each z in C" the stalk R(P)Z is generated as an Az module by

the germs at z of the polynomials in M(P). In particular by Theorem 7.2.9 in

[2] if £2 is any domain of holomorphy in C" we have a long exact sequence

(8)    o-* A(si)'n ■£> am'*-1 £L-+... SL+A(ßf JU Açiy.

Now let £2 # C" be a domain of holomorphy in C" and assume for each

k = -1, 0, 1, • • \ n + 1 we have an open covering (ßk)v>l of £2 such that the

following conditions are satisfied.

(a)' There exists a positive constant A such that if z G Çlk then

2 diam(£2£) < d (z) < A diam(£2*).

(b)' There exists an integer M such that for each k more than M different

sets £2j always have an empty intersection.

(c)' There exists a partition of unity (x„X,>i with xv e Cc°°(^"+1) such that

Z.SxJtoKAdW1. zG£2.
(d)' Each set Q,k is a domain of holomorphy.

(e)' For each v, Slk+l C ß*. Jfc - -1,0, • • -, n, and dist(£2£+1, 3£2*) >

r1 diam(£2£+ ') where 0 < t < 1 will be specified later.

The proof that open covers satisfying all of these hypotheses exist will be

given below in Lemma 2. M and A may be chosen so as not to depend on £2. We

note that £2„ = £2"+1 gives an open cover which satisfies hypotheses (a)-(d) used

earlier.

We define Ca((£2£), R(P), ¡p) as before except we now require ca EA(£lk)q

and Pca = 0 in £2*. We note Z(0|0) = A. If k < I and c is a cochain relative to

(£2y)y>1 we denote by pc the restriction of c to (ß[)v>1 defined by (pc)a =

Theorem 3. Let SI be a domain of holomorphy in C" and let y be a pluri-

subharmonic function in £2 which satisfies (1). Let P and Qk be as above and as-

sume that t is good for Q°, • • -, Q".

If a> I and ce C£'((£2°), R(P), <p) and 8c = 0 then there exists c G

Ca_1((^+1), R(P), v + mrlt+ Nd) such that 8c = pc and Wc\+m^+Ne <

K HclL. Here m, N > 0 are integers which depend on P and K> 0 is a constant

which depends on a and P.

Proof. In the proof K will denote various constants which may depend on
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P, a and Qk. We denote P by ß l. We will prove by induction if -1 < k < n

then:

(9) Ifo>0andcG C((Slk+1), R(ßfc), <p) and 8c = 0 räen r/iere exzstt

c' G C°-1((&S+1). R(ßfc). * + m* +^VÖ) sucft f/zar 8c' = pcand k\+m^+m <

When fc = -1 we have the statement of the theorem. When k = n then

R(ß") — 0 implies c = 0 and so (9) holds. Now assume that n > k > -1 and

that we have proved (9) for all larger values of k and for all plurisubharmonic

functions <¿> which satisfy (1).

Let a = (or0, • • •, aa) where a0 < a, < • • • < aa and assume that £2*+2

is not empty. Let r = t~l min^^ diam(£2£+2). Since d(z) < 1 hypothesis (a)'

implies r < (2r)_1. If z G £2*+2 then by (e)'

dist(z, 3£2*+1) = min dist(z, 9£2*+1) > r.
vea

We also have

diam(£2£+2) <min diam(£2*+2) = tr.

It follows that if U is the open ball with center z and radius r and if U' is the op-

en ball with center z and radius tr then Qk+2 C £/' C U C £2*+1. By the exact-

ness of (8) with £2 replaced by £2*+1 we have ca = Qk+ 1ga where ga G

A(£lk+1)Sk+l. Since r > 0 is good for Qk+1 Lemma 1 withB = (2r)_1 implies

we have ga G^(£2*+2)Sfc+1 such that Qk+lga = ca in £2*+2 and

where C depends on t and Qk+1. Here we have used (1) and the fact that if z,

w G Slk+' then \z-w\< diam(£2£+l) < Vid{z). Now if z G £2*+2 then by

(a)' d{z) <A minyeadiam(£2y+2) = Art. Thus we have found g G

Ca((£2£+2), Aîfe+1, * + w> +N'd) such that ß*+1s = pc and fel*+m>+iv.fl <
Cea(At)m'\\c\\2. Then ßfc+16> = pSc = 0 implies that

8g G Ca+1((^+2)> R(ßfc+1). * + m'* + N'e)-

By the inductive hypothesis we can find

/G C°W¿+1), R(ßfc+1), <p + m"x¡/ +N"6)

where m" >m and N" >N' such that 8f = p8g and

Then p* -/e CCT((£2^+«), A*fc+!, <¿> + m'ii + N"d) md8(pg-f) = 0. There-

fore by the corollary to Theorem 2 (with p = q = 0) there exists
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h G Cff-I((£2^+1), ASk+1, <p + (m" + 2)\fr + (N" + 2)0)

such that 8h = pg - f and

"^ + (m" + 2)i¿/+(/V" + 2)0 ^K^PS~f^+m"^+N"e-

Now let c' = Qk + lh, m = m" + 2 and choose N > N" + 2 such that N - N" -

2 is an upper bound for the degrees of the polynomials which occur in Qk+l.

Then 8c' = Qk+l8h = pQk+lg = pc and

Since m" > m and TV" > N' we also have

and hence the inequality in (9) follows.

Theorem 1 now follows immediately in the same way as Theorem 7.6.11 in

[2].
Proof of Theorem 1. We assume that t is good for ß°, • • -, ß" and also

good for P.  For each v > 1 let hv = Pu ,n-i. Then h G C0««"1), Ap, <¿>) and

IIAII2 <M/n \Pu\2e~'pdV. Since r is good for P the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 3 shows that we can find g G C°((£2°), A", v + «V + N'O)

such that Pg = ph and U^+m>+Ar'0 <^ llAl^. Then P8g =8Pg = p8h = 0

implies that 5# G ̂ ((flJJ), R(P), <p + m'\p + A^'0).  By Theorem 3 we can find

/G C°((£2^ + '), R(P), tp + m\¡j+ Nd) where m>m',N>N' such that §/ =

p8g and H/H¥,+mV/+7V9 <^%|lv,+m>+JV'0- Then KPg'f) = 0 implies there

exists v G ̂ (£2)" such that v =gv~fv in £2£+1. Now Pu = Pgv = hv = Pu in

£2"+1 and therefore Pu = Pu. Moreover

f   y2 e-«-rn*-mdv < Hpg -/||^+m^ +iv9

and again because m>m and N>Nf we obtain (2).

We now turn to the proof of Lemma 1.  By an argument similar to the one

which precedes the corollary to Theorem 1 it suffices to prove the following re-

sult.

Lemma l\LetPbe ap x q matrix over C[zt, • • -, zn] and let Ube the

open unit ball centered at the origin in C".   Then there exist constants C> 0,

0 < t < 1 and integers m, N>0 such that if z G C", r > 0 and u G A(z + rUf

then there exists v G A (z + trU)q such that Pu = Pv in z + trU and

(11) sup  lül<C(l +r-m)(l + \z\ + r)N sup  iPwI.
z+trU z + rU
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Proof. This lemma is a refinement of Proposition 7.6.5 in [2]. The first

part of the proof, induction on p, given there (p. 188) also works in the present

case with obvious changes and we omit it.  The second part of the proof, induc-

tion on the dimension n, is also the same [2, p. 192], but more care in the esti-

mates is required, and therefore we give the proof here.

(12) The lemma is true in dimension n for p = 1, if it is true in dimension

n - 1 for all p.

Since p = 1, P = (P,, • • -, Pq). We may assume Pl is not identically zero

and p = degPj = max degPy-. Define

PAz;r) =   sup   lP,(z + w)\.
\w\<r

If we apply Lemma 7.6.6 in [2] to the polynomial w —► Pj(z 4- rw) we obtain

PAz; r)<C sup    inf  lP,(z + nd)\
ee& ItI=i

where 0 is a finite subset of U ~ {0} and 0 and C may be chosen to depend only

on p and n. We let E(9, r) be the set of all z in C" such that

P.(z;r)<C  inf   lP.(z + tt0)I .

It is sufficient to prove that for each 0 G 0 the lemma is true when z G E(9, r),

since 0 is a finite set and so only a finite number of constants, all independent of

r, will occur.

We now assume 9 G 0 and z G E(9, r) are fixed.  By a unitary transforma-

tion of coordinates we may assume 9 = (0, 0, • • -, s) where 0 < s < 1. Let

f=Plul +---+PquqGA(z+rU).

If we apply Lemmas 7.6.7 and 7.6.8 in [2] to the polynomial w —► Pj(z + rw)

we obtain a polydisk A = {w G C": lw-1 <s',j = 1, • • -, n - 1, \wn\<s} such

that ACU and holomorphic functions g, h GA(z + rA) such that

(13) f=Plg+h    in z+rA

and h is a polynomial in wn of degree <p+, where p+ is the number of roots of

t —*■ Pi (z\ r) in \t-z\< rs, where z = (zl,..., z„_t). Here s may be chosen

to depend only on s, p and n, and g and h may be chosen so that

(14) P.(z;r) sup \g\+ sup IAKC sup l/l
1 z+rA z + rA z+rA

where C is a constant which may be chosen to depend only on p and n. By the

same argument as in [2, p. 193] we obtain

(15) Plfi+---+Pqfq=h
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where f¡ G A (z + rA) and f2, • • ; f are polynomials in wn of degree <p+. Then

Pj/j is a polynomial in wn of degree <¡jl + ß*. Now by Lemma 7.6.8 in [2] ap-

plied to the polynomial w —► P^z + rw) we have Px = P+P~ where P+ and P~

are bounded functions in A (z + rA) and are polynomials in wn. Moreover P+ is

monic, has degree p+ and if A' = {w G C"_1 : \w'¡\ < s, j = 1, ••■,«- 1} then

for w'Gz' + rA' all the roots of r —► P+(w', r) lie in k - zn\< rs. Moreover

we have

(16) rti+Pl(z;r)<C   inf  IPI,       sup  IP"I< CT^P^z; r)
z+rA z+rA

where C is a constant which may be chosen to depend only on p and n. Since

Pj/j is a polynomial in wn Lemma 7.6.9 in [2] implies P~fi is a polynomial in

wn. Thus if we define fj = P~fj, j — 1, • • •, q and tí = P~h then these functions

are holomorphic in z + rA and are polynomials in wn of degree < 2p, and by (15)

(17) Pxfi+-'-±Pttfq=ti.

Moreover, from (14) and (16) we have the estimate

/iRï sup  IA'1 <Cr-M+P1(z;r) sup  l/l
v     ' z+rA z+rU

where C is a constant which depends only on p and n. Now /■' and tí are polyno-

mials in wn with coefficients which are holomorphic in z + rA' and therefore

(17) is equivalent to a system of 3p equations in the coefficients of the fj where

the right-hand sides are the coefficients of h' and zeros.  By the inductive hypoth-

esis we can find constants C> 0, 0 < t' < 1 and integers m, N> 0 such that

if U' is the open unit ball in C"_1 with center at the origin then we have holo-

morphic functions Fk EA(z' + t'rs'U') such that the polynomials FAw) =

XkFjk(w')wk satisfy the equation PlF1 + ■ ■ ■ + P F   = tí and

(19) Zsup lF/fcl < C(l + r-m)(l + Iz'l + r)^Zsup \hk\

where the first supremum is over z' + t'rs'U' and the second is over z + rs'U'

and where h'(w) = 2hk(w')wk. Now we define

(20) u, = g + FJp-:      v¡ = Fj/P-,   j > 2.

Then Plvl + • • • + Pqvq = Pxg + h = / = Pu and it remains to check the esti-

mate. Note if D = {t EC: Irl < s} then the v¡ are holomorphic in z +

r((t's'U') x D).

We choose t with 0 < t < min(s, rY). Since 0 is finite and s' depends on-

ly on s, p and n only a finite number of values of s and s' have to be considered.

Again since 0 is finite only a finite number of unitary transformations (at the be-

ginning of the proof) have to be considered.  For each of these P gives rise to a

system of 3p linear equations as above and hence only a finite number of t' arise.
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Thus we may choose one value of t which satisfies the above conditions in all ca-

ses. Note we have tU C (t's'U') x D. The same reasoning shows that the con-

stants C, m and N'm (19) may be chosen to depend only on P.

Now from (20), (16) and (14) we have

(21) Z sup   |py| <     C      ¡ sup l/l + r"+Z sup   1P,|(.
z + trU P  (z;r)}z + rU z + trU    '{

We now estimate the right-hand side of (21). For the first term we note if we

apply the remark at the top of [2, p. 190] to the polynomial w —^P^z + rw)

we obtain P ^z; r) > Crß where the positive constant C depends only on the top

order coefficients of P1. Since / = Pu we have

(22) —-  sup  \f\<Cr~>1  sup  IP« I
Pl(z;r)z+rU z+rU

where C depends only on P.  Since tU C (t's'U') x D and s < 1 we have by (19)

Z sup^ \Fj\ < C(l + IzJ + r)2""^ sup \Fjk\

<C(1 +r_m)(l + lzl + r)Ar+2M~1Zsuplftfcl.

z + trU

We digress for a moment. We can find a finite subset A of U and polyno-

mials Qa G C[z,, • • -, z„] of degree <p such that if ß G C[zt, • • -, zn] has de-

gree <p then Q(w) = 2ß(a)ßa(w) (a G A). If we apply this result to the poly-

nomial w —* Q(z + rw) and then replace w by r~l(w - z) we obtain

ß(w) = Z   Q(z + ra)Q<r-x(w - z))
a<EA

and therefore

ß(0; 1)<C(1 +r-")(l + lzl)"ß(z;r)

where the constant C depends only on p and n. The norm ß —► ß(0; 1) is of

course equivalent to any other norm on the space of polynomials of degree <p

and therefore we obtain if Q(w) = z^a^w^ then

(24) Z la^K C(l + r~")(l + lzl)"ß(z; r)

where the constant C depends only on p and n. If we apply (24) for the case of

polynomials in one variable to tí then we obtain

Z sup   lftfcKC(l +(rsr2"+1)(l + lz„D2M_1 sup "i'1-
z' + rA' z + rA

Since only a finite number of values of s occur we may incorporate s in C. Now

by (23), (18) and since / = Pu
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Z sup   IF.I < Cr-"+P.(z; r)(l +r-",-2'i+J)(l + Izl + r^-1"4"-2sup iPi/l.
z + trU

If we combine this inequality with (21) and (22) we obtain

Z sup   lu,KC(l + ,-»»-***+i)(l + Izl + r)N+411-2 sup IP«I
z + trU z + rU

which completes the proof.

Finally to finish the proof of Theorem 1 and to see that Theorems 2 and 3

are not vacuous we need to exhibit open coverings of £2 with the required proper-

ties. We formulate the result which we need in terms of open subsets of R".

Lemma 2. Let £2 be a proper nonempty open subset of R".  For each x G

£2 let d(x) = min(l, dist(x, 3£2)). If t> 0 is a real number and m > 0 is an in-

teger then there exist m + 1 open coverings (£2y)y>1 o/£2, k = 0, 1, • • -, m,

such that the following properties are all satisfied.

(a) There exists a constant A, depending on n, m and t, such that z/x G £2*

then 2 diam(£2*) < d(x) < A diam(£2£).

(b) There exists an integer M such that for each k more than M different

sets £2* always have an empty intersection. M depends on n, m and t.

(c) There exists a partition of unity (x„)v>i with xv e Cc°°(^°) such that

2„ID^X,/*)! <Atfl(x)~^^ for certain constants Aß depending on ß, m, n and t.

(d) Each nk is a cube with edges parallel to the coordinate axes.

(e) For each v. Ük C £2*+1, k = 0, 1, • • -, m - 1, and dist(£2£, 9£2^+1) >

r1 diam(£2£).

Proof. Let M0 be the mesh of all closed cubes in R" with edges of unit

length and with vertices in the lattice Z".  Assuming we have already defined

Mfc_j  (k > 1), let Mfc be the mesh of all closed cubes in R" obtained by bisecting

the edges of each cube in Mk_l. Let s > 1 be a real number to be specified later

and for each integer k > 1 define

Uk = {x G £2: snh2~k <d(x) < snVl2-k + x)

and let

F0 = U   {Q G Mfc: ß n Uk ± 0}.

Let F be the set of all maximal cubes in f"0. By arguments similar to those in

[7, p. 167] £2 is the union of the cubes in F and these cubes have disjoint interi-

ors. Moreover if ß G F and jc G ß then

(s - 1) diam(ß) < d(x) < (2s + 1) diam(ß).

If s > 5/2 and if ß, ß' are cubes in F which intersect then
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H diam(ß) < diam(ß') < 2 diam(ß).

In particular there are at most 4" + 3" - 2 cubes in F which meet a given cube

inF.

If X > 1 we let ß(X) be the cube obtained by enlarging the cube ß by a

homothetic transformation from its center in the ratio X to 1. A computation

shows if 1 < X < (l/5)(2s - 1) then for each ß G F we have ß(X) C £2 and

(25) 2 diam ß(X) < d(x) < 3s diam ß(X),      x G ß(X).

Let ß G F and suppose that ß(X) meets ß'(X) for some other ß' G F. Then

(25) implies that 2 diam ß(X) < 3s diam ß'(X) and therefore

ß(X) C ß'((3s + 1)X).

If Iß I is the volume of ß we then have Iß'I > (3s + 1)~" Iß I.    By symme-

try we also have Q' C ß'(X) C ß((3s + 1)X). Since the cubes ß' in F have dis-

joint interiors we conclude that if 1 < X < (l/5)(2s - 1) and ß G F then there

are at most 5~"(3s + l)2"(2s - 1)" cubes ß' in F such that ß(X) n ß'(X) + 0.

Now choose s so large that s > 1 + 5(1 + 2t~xnh)m and let Xk =

2(1 + 2r1nVl)k and define £2* = interior of Qv(\k), where F = (Qv)v>v Tl)Sn

conditions (a), (b) and (d) are certainly satisfied. Moreover £2£+1 = £2*(1 +2t~1n/l)

and so (e) is satisfied.  Finally to obtain the partition of unity which satisfies (c)

we argue as in [7].
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